A TIMELY UPDATE
Current And Topical Issues Affecting Commercial IP Matters
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In a particularly unsavoury case,
a client’s world renown brand and
company name were defamed on
a series of web sites, not all of which
were hosted in South Africa.
In another nasty case, CIPC
permitted a company name to be
registered that is glaringly confusing
to our client’s world-famous trade
marks.
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originated from the fact that the
Trade Marks Office, the Companies
Office and the Domain Registry
Offices all operate independently of
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we now offer a basic check-up for
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whether any glaringly contentious
obstacles lie in your path. If there
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guarantee: you’ll thank us for it!
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date, no finalised Guide has
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followed yet, but its publication is
a fait accompli. The message is
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to
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the
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implementation: by the time it
issues, it will surely be too late to
avoid the consequences!
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the

National Consumer Commission
issued a Draft Code For The
Franchise Industry. It’s a weighty
document which, at its simplest
level, proposes a new dispute
resolution

mechanism
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and
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Team” was appointed to advise
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In November 2015, a “Task
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for
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nothing

offensive in that. The trouble,

ary” to have any patent attorneys
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Team.
In June 2016, the Task Team
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Unfortunately (some might argue:
inevitably) that report contains a
number of serious difficulties in its
treatment of legal issues and, in
particular,

Bill Watterson, author of the famous
comic strip Calvin & Hobbes is the son
of a patent attorney. Can you tell?

pulled no punches in indicating that
to
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Long-Awaited gTLDs
Now Available
Unprecedented demand

erhaps none have piqued as

our clients to register their domains

much interested as much as the

as soon as possible to avoid

latest series of three: .store, .shop

disappointment. The current list of

and

the gTLDs spurring greatest interest

.shopping.

Groups

of

Over the course of the past

companies, too, will be pleased –

few years, hundreds of top level

finally – to see the launch of

domains have been introduced.

the .group domain, and we urge

TLD

SUNRISE PERIOD

LANDRUSH
PERIOD

are as follows:

GENERAL
AVAILABILITY

·shopping

19 July - 17 Sept '16

21 - 28 Sept '16

28 September '16

·shop

30 June - 29 Aug '16

01 - 26 Sept '16

26 September '16

·insurance

–

–

Available Now

·promo

–

–

Available Now

·ltd

–

–

Available Now

·store

–

–

Available Now

·group

–

–

Available Now

Social Responsibility
Two charities, in particular, are very close to our heart. Please take a moment to consider these very worthy causes

For any advice or further information on any of these topics:

This newsletter is not intended to be a comprehensive statement of the law, nor does it constitute an opinion or guarantee of
any kind, and should not be construed as such. It should not be relied upon as a substitute for specific advice regarding
particular scenarios. Margo® Attorneys, Inc. cannot accept responsibility for the consequences of any person relying on the
contents of this document for any other purpose
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